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(57) ABSTRACT 
Disclosed is a method for controlling uplink and/or down 
link transmission rate between a mobile Station and a base 
Station according to transmission power of the mobile Sta 
tion/base Station in a communication System. First, a trans 
mission power measurement device measures transmission 
power of the mobile Station/base Station. Then, the trans 
mission power measurement device compares the measured 
transmission power with predefined thresholds to determine 
whether an event happens. At last, if an event happens, a rate 
adjustment controller Sends a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of the event to adjust the uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate. 
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METHOD FOR CONTROLLING TRANSMISSION 
RATE IN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMAND 

APPARATUS THEREOF 

FIELD OF THE TECHNOLOGY 

0001. The invention relates to a method for controlling 
transmission rate in a communication System Such as Code 
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) system and apparatus 
thereof, and Specifically to a method for controlling trans 
mission rate on the uplink (from a mobile Station to a base 
Station) and downlink (from a base station to a mobile 
Station) between a mobile Station and a base Station accord 
ing to transmission power of a base/mobile Station and 
apparatus thereof. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 CDMA is a kind of modulation and multiple-access 
connection technology based on Spread spectrum commu 
nication. In the spread spectrum communication technology, 
a digital Signal is multiplied by a pseudo random code with 
high bit rate at the Signal transmitting end. Since bit rate of 
the pseudo random code is much higher than that of the 
digital Signal, the Signal transmission bandwidth is spread. 
At the receiving end, the received signal is multiplied by the 
Same pseudo random Sequence to make the correlation 
operation and the Spread signal is de-Spread. 
0003) Nevertheless, in CDMA system, the pseudo ran 
dom codes are not orthogonal perfectly, and this causes 
mutual interference among different channels and among 
different subscribers. Since CDMA system is a self-interfer 
ence System, in order to prevent near-far effect from appear 
ing and signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) from being 
changed, an inner loop power control method and an outer 
loop power control method are Simultaneously employed for 
uplink and downlink. The result of power control is that the 
amount of transmission power reflects the condition of 
connection between System and Service, Such as a cell load, 
a channel condition and path loSS of the propagation envi 
rOnment etc. 

0004. When the propagation condition is changed, for 
example air interface interference is increased, or a Sub 
scriber is at the cell boundary that is farther apart from the 
base Station and the path loSS is increased, in order to make 
the Signal at receiving end have a certain SIR, the transmis 
Sion power allocated to each Subscriber needs to be 
increased. This causes the transmission power of mobile 
Station and base Station to be increased too. Increase of 
transmission power will increase air interface interference, 
and more interference on air interface will need more 
transmission power. This is a positive feedback procedure, 
and the transmission power is getting higher and higher. 
When the System load has reached a certain degree, this 
positive feedback will make the transmission power increase 
rapidly at the mobile Station and the base Station, and finally 
the System load will reach near the Saturation State. 
0005. In general, during the procedure of establishing or 
re-configuring channel, the System allocates a transmission 
power range, which corresponds to the resource allocated to 
the link, to the mobile Station. This is an admission control 
for a Service request before a channel has been established. 
Therefore, it is considered that the System does not crush 
when transmission power is within the configured range. In 
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contrast, when the System load is near the Saturation State, it 
is possible that the transmission power of a channel is out of 
the configured range; in this case, it is necessary to have a 
negative feedback control mechanism to reduce the System 
transmission power to compensate the positive feedback of 
increasing power. In this invention, provides a method that 
decreases a channel transmission power to reduce the System 
load, and reducing the channel rate within the QoS allowable 
range. 

0006 When cell load increases or channel condition 
becomes worse, usually QoS for a subscriber with high 
Service rate is decreased more rapidly than that for a 
Subscriber with low Service rate; this is another reason to 
decrease the Service rate in this situation. This situation may 
be explained with an example of an Adaptive Multi-Rate 
(AMR) voice service. FIG. 5 shows the Mean Opinion 
Score (MOS) to Carrier to Interference (C/I) curves for 
different AMR modes. It can be seen from FIG. 5 that when 
the C/I becomes Smaller, i.e. the cell load becomes heavier, 
the channel condition becomes worse and the mobile Station 
goes farther from the base station, the MOS of a higher rate 
AMR mode decreases more rapidly than that of a lower rate 
AMR mode. This means that a lower rate service will have 
better QoS than a higher rate service. If the rate remains 
unchanged, QoS for Subscribers will decrease rapidly. 
Therefore, in this case, decreasing the rate will improve the 
QoS relatively. 

0007. In contrast, when cell load becomes lighter, QoS 
for a Subscriber with a higher Service rate is increased more 
rapidly than that for a subscriber with a lower service rate. 
In a condition that cell load becomes heavier, decreasing 
Service rate in a certain range can slow the decreasing rate 
of QoS, but the QoS has been decreased already. When 
resource is available, increasing Service rate can increase 
QoS; so we should transmit the voice and data with the as 
rapid rate as possible. When System load becomes lighter, it 
is necessary to increase rate appropriately So as to provide 
better OOS. 

0008. The U.S. patent named “Code division multiple 
acceSS System providing load and interference based demand 
assignment service to users” (U.S. Pat. No. 6,088,335) 
discloses a method for allocating rate. The invention has the 
following features. At first, the rate to be increased is 
decided according to pilot Signals. Secondly, the rate is 
decided according to the difference between the maximum 
pilot Signal in active Set and that in non-active Set. Thirdly, 
a series of threshold levels are set and each threshold level 
corresponds to a rate. At last, another method is provided, in 
this method, the rate is decided according to the average 
capacity load of adjacent cells and the Signal Strength of 
received pilot Signals. There are Several problems in the 
technical Scheme disclosed in the U.S. patent. First, the pilot 
data do not directly reflect change of Service rate; it is 
difficult to response the effect of rate adjustment rapidly. 
Secondly, with this method the uplink rate and downlink rate 
cannot be controlled Separately because the pilot data only 
reflect the downlink load condition. In CDMA system, 
uplink Service and downlink Service is unsymmetrical, and 
it cannot Satisfy Service requirement if uplink rate and 
downlink rate cannot be controlled Separately. Furthermore, 
it is impossible to deal with the Situation that uplink rate and 
downlink rate need to be adjusted in different direction, Such 
as one should be increased and another should be decreased. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. An object of the invention is to provide a method 
that independently controls the uplink and downlink trans 
mission rate between a mobile Station and a base Station in 
a communication System according to the transmission 
power of the mobile Station and the base Station So as to 
improve QoS and apparatus thereof. 
0.010 Amethod for control transmission rate according to 
the invention includes the Steps of: a transmission power 
measurement device measuring the transmission power of 
the mobile Station/base Station, comparing the measured 
transmission power with predefined thresholds to determine 
whether an event happens; if an event happens, an rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand to 
control the uplink/downlink transmission rate according to 
the event type. 
0.011 Said method also includes a step of a timer judging 
whether the time expires. If the timer expires, it is deter 
mined that an event happens. 
0012 A apparatus for controlling transmission rate 
according to the invention includes a transmission power 
measurement device used for measuring transmission power 
of the mobile Station/base Station and comparing the mea 
Sured transmission power with predefined thresholds to 
determine whether an event happens, and a rate adjustment 
controller for receiving an event report from the transmis 
Sion power measurement device and Sending a rate adjust 
ment demand to the mobile station/base station to control the 
uplink/downlink transmission rate. 
0013 Said apparatus also includes a timer; when the 
timer expires, the timer reports to the rate adjustment 
controller that an event happens. 
0.014) A transmission power directly reflects the cell load, 
channel condition and distance between a mobile Station and 
a base Station. When a transmission power is greater than the 
highest threshold, it shows that the cell load is too heavy, the 
channel condition is too bad and the mobile Station is at the 
cell boundary; it is necessary to decrease the rate to retard 
the QoS going worse quickly. When a transmission power is 
less than the lowest threshold, it shows that the cell load is 
too light, the channel condition is good and the distance 
between the mobile and base Stations is not too far; it is 
necessary to increase the rate to raise the QoS. It can be seen 
that by means of adjusting rate via adjustment of transmis 
Sion power, the QoS can be improved, and the uplink and the 
downlink can be operated independently. Namely, the lower 
the transmission power is, the lower rate is. So, the method 
and the apparatus according to the invention also can 
restrain the phenomena that the transmission power 
increases too rapidly. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.015 FIG. 1 is a general flowchart of the method accord 
ing to the invention illustrating the procedure of rate adjust 
ment. 

0016 FIG. 2 shows the types of events triggered when 
the transmission power goes through four thresholds accord 
ing to the invention. 
0017 FIG.3 shows a flowchart of rate adjustment imple 
mented by the rate adjustment controller in a four thresholds 
condition. 
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0018 FIG. 4 shows a flowchart of rate adjustment imple 
mented by the rate adjustment controller in a two thresholds 
condition. 

0019 FIG. 5 shows curves of MOS to C/I for different 
AMR modes. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0020. The invention will be described in more detail 
hereinafter with reference to FIG. 1-4 and embodiments. 
The features and advantages of the invention will be appar 
ent from the following detailed description for those who 
skilled in the art. 

0021 FIG. 1 shows the whole flowchart for rate adjust 
ment of the invention. For clearness, an adjustment method 
and apparatus for the uplink transmission rate from a mobile 
Station to a base Station will be taken as an example, but it 
can be understood that the method and the apparatus accord 
ing to the invention are Suitable for the rate adjustment of 
downlink transmission also. 

0022. As shown in FIG. 1, at first, a transmission power 
measurement device in a mobile Station and a rate adjust 
ment controller in a base Station controller are initiated, 
meanwhile a timer is reset, wherein the rate adjustment 
controller is initialized to the normal state (S1). In step S2, 
the transmission power measurement device measures the 
transmission power of the mobile station. Then, the trans 
mission power measurement device compares the measured 
transmission power with predefined thresholds to determine 
whether an event happens (S3). 
0023 FIG. 2 shows how to determine an event type. In 
this preferred embodiment, four transmission power thresh 
olds are predefined. The transmission power threshold 1 
shows that the cell load is very heavy, the path condition is 
very bad and the mobile station is at the cell boundary; when 
the transmission power measured by the transmission power 
measurement device goes through the threshold 1 upwards, 
it is determined that the event type 1 happens. The trans 
mission power thresholds 2 and 3 show that the cell load is 
normal, the path condition is normal and the distance 
between the mobile Station and the base Station is normal 
too, when the transmission power goes through the threshold 
2 downwards or goes through the threshold 3 upwards, the 
event type 2 and event type 3 are triggered respectively. The 
transmission power threshold 4 shows that the cell load is 
too light, the path condition is very good and the mobile 
Station is near the base Station; when the transmission power 
goes through the threshold 4 downwards, the event type 4 is 
triggered. 

0024. Referring to FIG. 1 again, the method for rate 
adjustment in this invention will be explained. When the 
transmission power measurement device determines that an 
event happens, it sends a measurement report including the 
event type to the rate adjustment controller in the base 
Station controller immediately. Next, the rate adjustment 
controller sends a rate adjustment demand to the mobile 
station according to the event type which is shown in FIG. 
3. It should be noted that step S2 of FIG. 1 includes a step 
of determining whether a timer expires. If So, it is deter 
mined that the event type 5 is triggered. In Such case, the rate 
adjustment controller will implement the rate adjustment 
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control and the timer adjustment according to the event type 
(as shown in step S4 of FIG. 1). 
0.025 FIG.3 shows a flowchart of rate adjustment imple 
mented by the rate adjustment controller in a four thresholds 
condition. 

0026. First, the rate adjustment controller receives an 
event report including the event type (S21). When event type 
1 happens, it shows that the transmission power has passed 
the threshold 1 from a lower value to a higher value; in this 
case, it is needed to decrease the rate level to retard the QoS 
getting worse and to Suppress the transmission power getting 
higher. In Step S211, the rate adjustment controller deter 
mines whether the uplink rate is at the lowest level; if So, 
there is no further processing (S213), and then the timer in 
the rate adjustment controller is started/restarted (S214). The 
timer Starts timing. When the Set time of the timer elapses, 
event type 5 happens, the rate adjustment controller deter 
mines whether the uplink rate is at the lowest level (S241), 
if so, there is no further processing (S243), and then the 
timer is started/restarted (S246). It is seen that when the 
transmission power has passed the threshold 1 and the rate 
is at the lowest level, the timer traces the Situation in which 
the rate is at the lowest level but the transmission power is 
too high. 
0027. Returning to step S211, when it is determined that 
the rate is not at the lowest level, the rate adjustment 
controller Sends a rate decrease demand; and then the mobile 
Station will decrease the rate one level lower and the rate 
adjustment controller is at the rate decrease State (S212). 
Next, the timer is started/restarted (S214). When the set time 
of the timer elapses and the measurement report has not been 
Sent from the transmission power measurement device, i.e. 
the event type 5 happens, it means that the last adjustment 
of the rate is not enough and a further decrease of the rate 
is needed. In this case, first whether the rate is at the lowest 
level is determined by the rate adjustment controller (S241), 
if so, there is no further processing (S243) and the timer is 
started/restarted (S246) to trace the situation in which the 
rate is at the lowest level and the transmission power 
remains too high. When the rate is not at the lowest level, 
which means the rate adjustment can be implemented, the 
current State of the date rate adjustment controller will be 
determined. Since the rate adjustment controller has been Set 
at the rate decrease State at Step S212, So at Step S242, it is 
determined that the rate adjustment controller is at the rate 
decrease State, and then at Step S244, the rate is further 
decreased one level lower. Later, the timer is started/re 
started at step S246. When the set time of the timer elapses 
once again and no other event happens, it shows that the rate 
needs to be further decreased, and then the procedure 
mentioned above is repeated. 
0028. During the set time, when the transmission power 
is decreased due to the decrease of the transmission rate, and 
passed the threshold 2 from a higher value to a lower value 
So that event 2 happens, it shows that the cell load situation 
is being improved forward to the normal State, So no more 
adjustment is needed. In this case, the rate adjustment 
controller determines state of itself (S221). If the rate 
adjustment controller is at the rate decrease State, it is Set to 
the normal state (S223) and the timer is shut (S224). If it is 
determined that rate adjustment controller is at the normal 
State, it is unnecessary to do anything for the rate adjustment 
controller (S222). 
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0029 When the cell load, path condition and distance 
from the mobile station to the base station are improved to 
a much better condition, it is hoped that the transmission rate 
will be increased to provide better QoS. In this case, the 
transmission power passes the threshold 4 from a higher 
value to a lower value, i.e. event type 4 happens, the rate 
adjustment controller determines whether the rate is at the 
highest rate (S231). If the rate is at the highest rate, it is 
impossible to increase the rate, So the rate adjustment 
controller does nothing (S233), and then the timer is started/ 
restarted (S234). Later, if the set time elapses, event type 5 
is triggered, and the rate adjustment controller will deter 
mines whether the rate is at the highest level (S241). If the 
rate is still at the highest level, no any further processes will 
be done (S243) and the timer will be started/restarted (S246) 
to trace the situation in which the rate is at highest level but 
the transmission power is too low. 
0030) Returning to step S231, when it is determined that 
the rate is not at the highest rate, that is, the rate is adjustable, 
So the rate adjustment controller Sends an rate increase 
demand to the mobile Station to raise one level higher of its 
transmitting rate (S232) and start/restart the timer (S234). If 
the Set time elapses but no other event happens, then event 
type 5 is triggered. This means that although the rate has 
been raised one level higher, the transmission power has not 
reached the normal State and the rate needs to be raised 
further. At this moment, the rate adjustment controller 
determines whether the rate is at the highest level (S241), if 
it is not at the highest level, then the state of the rate 
adjustment controller is determined (S242). If the rate 
adjustment controller is at a rate increase State, the rate is 
raised one level higher (S245) and the timer is started/ 
restarted (S246). Later, if the set time elapses but no other 
event happens, then the rate needs to be increased and the 
procedure mentioned above is repeated. 
0031 When the transmission power has passed the 
threshold 3 from a lower value to a higher value because of 
increasing the rate, an event type 3 is triggered, and then the 
state of the rate adjustment controller is determined (S221). 
If the rate adjustment controller is at an increasing rate State, 
then the rate adjustment controller is Set to the normal State 
(S223) and the timer is shut (S224) showing that it is 
unnecessary to take any adjustment or to trace the rate. If the 
rate adjustment controller is at the normal State, no any 
processing is needed (S222). 
0032. The above description is for the situation that there 
are four thresholds and uplink transmission rate is adjusted 
according to transmission power of the mobile Station. Of 
course, the method also can be used for Situation that the 
downlink transmission rate is adjusted according to trans 
mission power of the base station. It is obvious that when the 
cell is at an un-advantageous State, Such as the heavy load 
etc., the method will decrease the rate to prevent the QoS 
from getting worse, and when the cell is at a good State, Such 
as a low load etc., the method will increase the rate to have 
a better QoS. In addition, the rate adjustment can be reflected 
on the transmission power, So it can Suppress the transmis 
Sion power getting higher and higher to prevent the com 
munication environment from getting worse. 
0033. It is understood for those skilled in the art that the 
above-mentioned embodiment may have different modifi 
cations, for example, there may be one, two or more than 
four thresholds. 
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0034). In FIG. 4, only threshold 1 and threshold 2 are 
remained, So there are three event types: the event type 1, the 
transmission power goes through the threshold 1 upwards, 
and when this event type is triggered, the rate needs to be 
decreased; the event type 2, the transmission power goes 
through the threshold 2 downwards, and when this event 
type is triggered, no any rate adjustment is needed; the event 
type 5, a Set time in the timer elapses. The control Steps done 
by the rate adjustment controller are similar to those shown 
in FIG. 3. One of the differences is as follow: when event 
type 2 is triggered, the State of the rate adjustment controller 
is determined in Step S221; if it is a normal State, no any 
processing will be done (S222); if it is in a rate decrease 
State, the rate adjustment controller will be set to a normal 
state (S223) and the timer will be started/restarted (S224). 
Here, the rate adjustment controller is at a rate increase State 
is discarded, Since there are only two threshold showing only 
a rate decrease State or a normal State. Similarly, another 
difference is as follow: when event type 5 has happened, 
whether the rate is at the lowest level is determined (S331); 
if so, no any rate adjustment is needed (S333) and the timer 
is started/restarted(S334); if not, the rate is decreased by one 
level lower (S332) and the timer is started/restarted. 
0035) In other hand, the highest threshold 1 and the 
lowest threshold 4 can be set, and the original threshold 2 is 
merged with the original threshold 1, meanwhile the original 
threshold 3 is merged with the original threshold 4 so that 
two thresholds are remained. In this case, there are five event 
types in total: the event type 1, the transmission power goes 
through threshold 1 upwards, and rate decrease is needed; 
the event type 2, the transmission power goes through 
threshold 1 upwards, and no any rate adjustment is needed; 
the event type 3, the transmission power goes through 
threshold 4 downwards, and no any rate adjustment is 
needed; the event type 4, the transmission power goes 
through threshold 4 downwards, and rate increase is needed; 
the event type 5, the Set time elapses. Obviously, in this case 
the area between threshold 1 and threshold 2 is considered 
a normal State area and no any rate adjustment is needed. 
The adjustment procedure of the transmission rate for this 
situation is described in FIG. 3, and the detail description is 
omitted. 

0.036 The method of the invention can be used in one 
threshold situation that remains the threshold 1 and merges 
the original threshold 2 with the threshold 1. In this case, 
there are three event types to be triggered: the event type 1, 
the transmission power goes through threshold 1 upwards 
and the rate needs to be decreased; the event type 2, the 
transmission power goes through threshold 1 downwards 
and no any rate adjustment is needed; the event type 5, the 
Set time elapses. The adjustment procedure of the transmis 
sion power for this situation is described in FIG. 4. 
0037 Of course, the method of the invention can be used 
in a three thresholds situation that remains threshold 1, either 
of threshold 2 and threshold 3, and threshold 4. The adjust 
ment procedure can be seen in FIG. 2. The method can be 
used in more than four thresholds situation, The amplitude 
of each level of rate may be changed based on different 
applications. In Summary, the key point of the invention is 
to adjust the transmission rate according to change of the 
transmission power. 
0.038. The invention also provides an apparatus that con 
trols the uplink and/or downlink rate between a mobile 
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Station and a base Station according to the transmission 
power of the mobile Station/base Station. The apparatus 
includes a transmission power measurement device in the 
mobile Station/base Station. The transmission power mea 
Surement device is used to measure the transmission power 
of the mobile Station/base Station, and to compare them with 
the predefined thresholds to determine whether an event 
happens. The apparatus also includes a rate adjustment 
controller in a base Station controller. The rate adjustment 
controller is used to receive report from the transmission 
power measurement device when the transmission power 
measure device determines an event has happened, and to 
Send a rate adjustment demand to the mobile Station/base 
Station to adjust the uplink/downlink rate based on the event 
type. The apparatus may also include a timer in the base 
Station controller; when the timer expires, an event happens 
and is reported to the rate adjustment controller. The detail 
procedure has been described before. 
0039 The method and apparatus of the invention can 
work without the timer. In this case, when the transmission 
rate is adjusted according to the transmission power, the rate 
is increased or decreased according to only the situation that 
the transmission power has passed the threshold. Once the 
transmission power goes through the lowest or highest 
threshold with a certain direction, the rate will be adjusted 
once with one or more than one levels. In this way, when the 
communication condition goes worse, the deterioration of 
QoS is retarded and the increase of transmission power is 
Suppressed; when the communication condition goes better, 
the QoS is improved. 
0040 Advantages of the method and apparatus of the 
invention are as follows. 

0041 (1) With the rate control method of the invention, 
when a CDMA mobile communication system has a heavy 
load, the QoS can be improved and increase of transmission 
power can be effectively Suppressed at the same time. So, the 
load of the System is reduced, the System is more Stable, and 
the capacity of the System is increased. 
0042 (2) With the date rate control method of the inven 
tion, the uplink and downlink rate can be adjusted Separately 
and asymmetrically, So resource can be allocated to the 
uplink and downlink differently based on the different 
requirement. 

0.043 (3) With the rate control method of the invention, 
information for the rate adjustment comes from measure 
ment of the transmission power. Due to the power control, 
the rate adjustment rapidly reflects the cell load, channel 
condition and environment change. In this way, balance 
processing can be implemented for the condition with over 
load and low QoS rapidly. 
0044) (4) With the rate control method of the invention, 
during rate adjustment, four or more than four thresholds can 
be set for the transmission power and every threshold 
triggers different event type, So the rate adjustment policy 
for each event type can be different to make the rate 
adjustment more accurate. 

0.045 (5) With the rate control method of the invention, 
during rate adjustment, each time the rate may be increased 
or decreased by one level, So the transmission power and the 
cell load do not change Suddenly. In this way, the System can 
be work stably, and the QoS can be improved. 
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0046 (6) With the rate control method of the invention, 
during rate adjustment, when adjustment effect of one time 
is not obvious, the rate adjustment can be done Several times 
by Setting a time in the timer. In this way, the effect of rate 
adjustment can be ensured, that is, the load can be lowered 
effectively, the QoS can be ensured and disadvantageous 
change of transmission environment can be compensated. 
0047 While the present invention has been described 
with respect to a preferred embodiment, those skilled in the 
art will appreciate numerous modifications and variations 
therefrom. It is intended that the appended claims cover all 
Such modification and variations as fall within the true Spirit 
and Scope of the present invention. 

1. A method for controlling uplink and/or downlink trans 
mission rate between a mobile Station and a base Station 
according to transmission power of the mobile Station/base 
Station in a communication System, comprising: 

measuring transmission power of the mobile Station/base 
Station with a transmission power measurement device; 

comparing the measured transmission power with pre 
defined thresholds to determine whether an event hap 
pens, and 

if an event happens, a rate adjustment controller Sending 
a rate adjustment demand according to type of Said 
event to adjust Said uplink and/or downlink transmis 
Sion rate. 

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising: 
determining whether a timer expires and determining that an 
event happens if it does. 

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein Said pre 
defined thresholds are Set according to load of communica 
tion System, channel condition and distance between the 
mobile Station and the base Station. 

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein Said pre 
defined thresholds at least include a highest transmission 
power threshold representing the condition that Said System 
is overload, Said channel becomes bad and Said mobile 
Station is at boundary of coverage area of the base Station. 

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein Said pre 
defined thresholds further include one or more than one 
normal transmission power thresholds representing the con 
ditions that all of the System load, channel quality and 
distance between the mobile Station and the base Station are 
normal. 

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein Said pre 
defined thresholds further include a lowest transmission 
power threshold representing the condition that Said System 
load is very light, Said channel quality is very good and Said 
mobile Station is near Said base Station. 

7. The method according to claim 6, the Step of a rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of Said event to adjust Said uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate comprising: if the event type is 
that the measured transmission power goes through the 
highest threshold upwards, then 

determining whether said uplink and/or downlink trans 
mission rate is the lowest; 

if Said transmission rate is not the lowest, decreasing 
Said transmission rate by one level, Setting Said rate 
adjustment controller at rate decrease State, and 
Starting/restarting Said timer; 
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if said transmission rate is the lowest, not implementing 
adjustment for transmission rate, and Starting/restart 
ing Said timer. 

8. The method according to claim 7, the step of a rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of Said event to adjust Said uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate further comprising: if the event 
type is that the measured transmission power goes through 
the lowest threshold downwards, then 

determining whether Said uplink and/or downlink trans 
mission rate is the highest; 
if Said transmission rate is not the highest, increasing 

Said transmission rate by one level, Setting Said rate 
adjustment controller at rate increase State, and Start 
ing/restarting Said timer; 

if Said transmission rate is the highest, not implement 
ing adjustment for transmission rate, and Starting/ 
restarting Said timer. 

9. The method according to claim 8, the step of a rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of Said event to adjust Said uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate further comprising: if the event 
type is that said the measured transmission power goes 
through Said normal threshold downwards or Vice verse, 
then 

determining State of the rate adjustment controller; 

if said rate adjustment controller is at normal state, not 
implementing adjustment for rate adjustment con 
troller; 

if Said rate adjustment controller is at rate increase State 
and/or rate decrease State, Setting the rate adjustment 
controller at normal State, and stopping the timer. 

10. The method according to claim 9, the step of a rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of Said event to adjust Said uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate further comprising: if the event 
type is expiration of timer, then 

determining whether said transmission rate is the highest 
or lowest; 
if not, determining State of Said rate adjustment con 

troller; 

if Said rate adjustment controller is at data rate 
decrease State, decreasing Said transmission rate 
by one level and Starting/restarting Said timer; 

if Said rate adjustment controller is at rate increase 
State, increasing Said transmission rate by one 
level and Starting/restarting Said timer; 

if Said transmission rate is the highest or lowest, not 
implementing adjustment for the transmission rate, 
and Starting/restarting Said timer. 

11. The method according to claim 5, the Step of a rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of Said event to adjust Said uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate comprising: if the event type is 
that the measured transmission power goes through the 
highest threshold upwards, then 

determining whether Said uplink and/or downlink trans 
mission rate is the lowest; 
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if Said transmission rate is not the lowest, decreasing 
Said transmission rate by one level, Setting Said rate 
adjustment controller at rate decrease State, and 
Starting/restarting Said timer; 

if said transmission rate is the lowest, not implementing 
adjustment for transmission rate, and Starting/restart 
ing Said timer. 

12. The method according to claim 11, the Step of a rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of Said event to adjust Said uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate further comprising: if the event 
type is that Said the measured transmission power goes 
through Said normal threshold upwards, then 

determining State of the rate adjustment controller; 
if Said rate adjustment controller is at normal State, not 

implementing adjustment for rate adjustment con 
troller; 

if Said rate adjustment controller is at rate decrease 
State, Setting the rate adjustment controller at normal 
State, and Stopping the timer. 

13. The method according to claim 12, the Step of a rate 
adjustment controller Sending a rate adjustment demand 
according to type of Said event to adjust Said uplink and/or 
downlink transmission rate further comprising: if the event 
type is expiration of timer, then 

determining whether said transmission rate is the lowest; 
if not, decreasing Said transmission rate by one level 

and Starting/restarting Said timer; 
if So, not implementing adjustment for the transmission 

rate, and Starting/restarting Said timer. 
14. An apparatus for controlling uplink and/or downlink 

transmission rate between a mobile Station and a base Station 
according to transmission power of the mobile Station/base 
Station in a communication System, comprising: 

a transmission power measurement device for measuring 
transmission power of Said mobile Station/base Station 
and comparing Said measured transmission power with 
predefined thresholds to determine whether an event 
happens, and 

a rate adjustment controller for receiving event reports 
from Said transmission power measurement device and 
Sending rate adjustment demands to Said mobile sta 
tion/base Station according to Said event type to adjust 
Said uplink and/or downlink transmission rate. 

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, further com 
prising a timer; wherein Said transmission power measure 
ment device reports to Said rate adjustment controller that an 
event happens when the timer expires. 

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein Said 
predefined thresholds are Set according to load of commu 
nication System, channel condition and distance between the 
mobile Station and the base Station. 

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein Said 
predefined thresholds at least include a highest transmission 
power threshold representing the condition that Said System 
is overload, Said channel becomes bad and Said mobile 
Station is at boundary of coverage area of the base Station. 

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein Said 
predefined thresholds further include one or more than one 
normal transmission power thresholds representing the con 
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ditions that all of the System load, channel quality and 
distance between the mobile Station and the base Station are 
normal. 

19. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein Said 
predefined thresholds further include a lowest transmission 
power threshold representing the condition that Said System 
load is very light, Said channel quality is very good and Said 
mobile Station is near Said base Station. 

20. The apparatus according to claim 19, wherein if the 
event type is that the measured transmission power goes 
through the highest threshold upwards, then 

the data rata adjustment controller determines whether 
Said uplink and/or downlink transmission rate is the 
lowest; 

if Said transmission rate is not the lowest, the rate 
adjustment controller decreases Said transmission 
rate by one level, Sets itself at rate decrease State, and 
Starts/restarts Said timer; 

if Said transmission rate is the lowest, the rate adjust 
ment controller does not implement adjustment for 
transmission rate, and Starts/restarts Said timer. 

21. The apparatus according to claim 20, wherein if the 
event type is that the measured transmission power goes 
through the lowest threshold downwards, then 

the data rata adjustment controller determines whether 
Said uplink and/or downlink transmission rate is the 
highest; 

if Said transmission rate is not the highest, the rate 
adjustment controller increases said transmission 
rate by one level, Sets itself at rate increase State, and 
Starts/restarts Said timer; 

if Said transmission rate is the highest, the rate adjust 
ment controller does not implement adjustment for 
transmission rate, and Starts/restarts Said timer. 

22. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein if the 
event type is that the measured transmission power goes 
through the normal threshold downwards or inverse, then 

the data rata adjustment controller determines State of 
itself; 

if at normal State, the rate adjustment controller does 
not implement adjustment for itself; 

if at rate increase State and/or rate decrease State, the 
rate adjustment controller Sets itself at normal State 
and shuts Said timer. 

23. The apparatus according to claim 22, wherein if the 
event type is expiration of timer, then 

the rate adjustment controller determining whether Said 
transmission rate is the highest or lowest; 

if not, the rate adjustment controller determines State of 
itself; 

if at rate decrease State, the rate adjustment controller 
decreases Said transmission rate by one level and 
Starts/restarts Said timer; 

if at rate increase State, the rate adjustment controller 
increases said transmission rate by one level and 
Starts/restarts Said timer; 
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if Said transmission rate is the highest or lowest, the 
rate adjustment controller does not implement 
adjustment for the transmission rate, and Starts/ 
restarts Said timer. 

24. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein if the 
event type is that the measured transmission power goes 
through the highest threshold upwards, 

the rate adjustment controller determines whether said 
uplink and/or downlink transmission rate is the lowest; 
if Said transmission rate is not the lowest, the rate 

adjustment controller decreases Said transmission 
rate by one level, Sets itself at rate decrease State, and 
Starts/restarts Said timer; 

if Said transmission rate is the lowest, the rate adjust 
ment controller does not implement adjustment for 
transmission rate, and Starts/restarts Said timer. 

25. The apparatus according to claim 24, wherein if the 
event type is that Said the measured transmission power goes 
through Said normal threshold upwards, 
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the rate adjustment controller determines State of itself; 
if at normal State, the rate adjustment controller does 

not implement adjustment for rate adjustment con 
troller; 

if at rate decrease State, the rate adjustment controller 
Sets itself at normal State, and shuts the timer. 

26. The apparatus according to claim 25, wherein if the 
event type is expiration of timer, then 

the rate adjustment controller determines whether Said 
transmission rate is the lowest; 
if not, the rate adjustment controller decreases Said 

transmission rate by one level and Starts/restarts Said 
timer; 

if So, the rate adjustment controller does not implement 
adjustment for the transmission rate, and Starts/ 
restarts Said timer. 


